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Contributions

We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:
• will@secondintention.com
The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second
Tuesday of the same month.
Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit
your sources for text, data and images.
Please make sure you have permission to use any images which
you do not own.

How to find us

Scale Models Wellington meets on the last Wednesday of every
month execpt December, at the Petone Working Men’s Club,
Udy Street, Petone. Meetings start at 7.30pm and finish around
9.30pm.

Find us online

• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington
• groups.yahoo.com/scalemodelswellingtonipms

Disclaimer

Connections is published monthly for members of Scale Models
Wellington IPMS Incorporated, and associated organisations.
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the
article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated.
The editor reserves the right not to publish material which
may bring Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into
disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous,
abusive or offensive material will not be published.
Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the
source and author are acknowledged.
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Kawanishi ‘Kyofu’ by Michal Rohde
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Back Cover
Charlotte watches Laura fix her model cats
Photograph by Rachel Porter
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Club News
Events Calendar
•

September 30

Quiz night

Obituary

•

November 8		

Club competition

Scale Models Wellington was saddened to hear of the passing
of Howard Sheperd “Shep” Paine at the start of August.

•
•

October 28		
November 25

Speed build

Prize-giving

Juniors

Please see the Juniors section for details of your sessions.

Club competition

The annual competition will be held on Sunday the 8th of
November 2015 at the Petone Working Men’s Club.
Schedule
•

10 - 11am 		

Set up tables & covers

•

12 - 2pm		

Judging

•
•
•
•

11 - 12noon		
12.30		
2.30pm		
			
3 - 4pm		

His work will be known to most of us through his many
modelling how-to books, and the dioramas and tip leaflets he
created which were included in Monogram kitsets of the 1970s
and 1980s.
He was skilled in many areas of modelling - including aircraft
and armour kit building, figure conversion and painting as
well as sculpting. He had a particular talent for dioramas and
vignettes - not just building the figures and vehicles to a high
standard, but more importantly composing these elements
naturally to allow them to reveal a story or a moment in time.

Registration

Shep Paine continues to inspire us through his models, and
more importantly through the skills he passed on to others.

Food delivered

He will be greatly missed.

Raffle draw (must be present at
the time to claim)
Pack up room & head home

If you have questions please contact:
•

Grant Porter

•

Tish Glasson.

•

Rachel Porter

Please note that no models are to be put on the tables until
they have been registered, and no models may be removed early
without prior approval given by one of the above contacts.

Expo and Nationals

Scale Models Wellington IPMS will be holding our usual Scale
Model Expo and the NZ Nationals on ANZAC weekend
2016. Please save the date!
•

23rd-24th April 2016

•

Richard Alexander

•

Peter White

If you have questions please contact a member of the
competition sub-committee:
•
•

Grant Matchett
Will Vale

More details will follow in due course.
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August Show & Tell - Finished Models

1/32 Wingnut Wings Roland C.II built by Peter White

1/35 Trumpeter Challenger 2 built by Sean Marsh

1/72 Airfix DH 88 Comet built by Tish Glasson

1/72 Bandai X-Wing built by Kirsty Marsh

1/48 Italeri hybrid Tiger I built by Ray Thorpe
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August Show & Tell - Finished models

1/35 AFV Club Churchill built by Sean Marsh

1/72 Airfix Hawker Typhoon built by Tish Glasson
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August Show & Tell - Finished models

1/48 Kinetic Kfir C2 built by Gary Goddard

1/48 Kinetic Kfir C7 built by Gary Goddard
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August Show & Tell - Finished Models

28mm GW Stormcast Eternal built by
Will Vale
1/48 A4-N Skyhawk built by Gary Goddard

28mm GW Stormcast Eternal built by Will Vale
1/48 (Tamiya?) Kawanishi Kyofu built by Michael Rohde
(also on cover)
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August Show & Tell - Finished models

1/72 Airfix P-40B built by Charlotte Hall

28mm GW Bloodreavers built by Will Vale

Non-scale Bandai Yokai Watch Robo-nyan, Jiba-nyan and
Bushi-nyan built by Laura Vale
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August Show & Tell - Works in Progress

1/8 Pocher/scratch Alfa Romeo Monza 1931 being built by Jo Martin

1/72 Airfix Ju87 Stuka being built by Sean Marsh

28mm GW Lorde of Khorne being built by Will Vale

1/72 Airfix Grumman Gosling being built by Sean Marsh

28mm GW Khorgorath and chums being built by Will Vale
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August Show & Tell - Works in Progress

1/12 Trumpeter Ford GT40 being built by Grant Matchett

1/35 Zvezda T-90 being built by Ray Thorpe

1/350 Dragon USS Buchanan being built by Ray Thorpe

1/35 Trumpeter Challenger II being built by Ray Thorpe

Engine detail of Jo’s Alfa
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Junior Modellers Ray thorpe

Hi there Junior Modellers,

Under the revised programme of one 3 hour combined session, the 5th September went well but attendance was still down due to a
number of juniors being away on various camps or quarantined at home.
Our juniors now have the option to attend the entire 3 hour session or only 1-2 hours dependent on what they need to do before
closing at 4pm. With 12 modellers listed for the combined session all places at our 3 building tables will be filled with 3 helpers on
hand to make things “nice and cozy” for our session.
Those of you who did make it to the September session enjoyed a great but chilly afternoon with a number of models in the paint
shop, and with weathering well underway heading for the finish line for our end of year function in November. The faulty compressor
has been stripped and” triaged” to work a half capacity and is still chugging along. The two new Tamiya Spray guns are being used
well with some impressive paint schemes and fine camo work starting to appear on your models. Paint stocks have been replenished
and thanks to generous donations from our sponsors, club members, committee and smart shopping in Melbourne a few months
ago, we have a great selection of prizes and new stock. There are enough prizes to ensure the AFV and Aircraft sections (our most
popular and most competitive categories) are separated for juniors and intermediates.
This month we had our more experienced modellers coming to the fore and starting to lift their game to keep up with great work
from our talented younger members. Those of you who didn’t finish your models in time for BSK, please bring your models along to
the October and November sessions so we can finish off the hard work you have put in so far to get those models over the finish line.
Please return the borrowed plans and reference magazines.
By my count there are still five Hawks and two Vosper MTBs which are 80-90% finished. We still have heaps of decals for the
Hawks waiting to be used.

New kits and bargains

Looking at the number of new kits and manufacturers appearing in the shops, there is a wealth of kits and subjects to choose from
and we are looking to increase our model stocks to cover more categories especially the sci-fi section which is generating more
interest amongst our modellers.
We’ll have some good bargains for our juniors on the shelves in October, as follows:
•

Selection of Academy aircraft kits in 1/72nd scale

$12.00 – $15.00 each

•

There are still 3 Academy 1/35th armor kits available

$25.00 each

•

Selection of Academy aircraft kits in 1/48th scale

$15.00 - $20.00 each

We also have twelve model magazines to give away plus some unwanted kits which have been started and are looking for a junior to
take home and finish off for a $3 donation.

Upcoming session dates and themes
•
•

October 3		
November 7		

Model building and painting for the Model expo and November Club competition
Model building and painting for the Model expo and November Club competition

The list of juniors for the combined October and November 2015 sessions is as follows:
New time: 1.00pm to 4.00pm
•

Fergal, Nevan, Nathan, Harrison, Madeline, Eric, Connor, Samuel, George, Shaquille, Cameron, and William.

PLEASE DON’T FORGET to let me know by the Friday night before the Saturday session IF YOU WILL NOT BE
ATTENDING. You can reach me on:
Email: 			

thorpe.wellington@gmail.com

Phone: 			

04 461 7261

Looking forward to seeing you all in October.
Happy Modelling!
Ray and the “A Team”
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George

Nevan

Shaquile

Samuel
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What’s in the Shops
New items at Belmont Models
New from AFV Club
•

1/100 Mig-25

New from Meng
•

1/35 British heavy tank MK.V male

New from Bandai
•

1/12 Sandtrooper

New from MiniArt
•

1/35 Panzer lll Ausf.C

New from Takom
•
•

1/35 12.8cm Flak 40 Zwilling
1/35 Whippet

New from Aoshima
•
•

1/32 Japanese reefer truck

1/32 Japanese reefer truck/trailer unit

New from Fujimi
•

1/32 Toyota forklift

•

1/32 Hino cruising rising truck

•

1/32 Toyota Dyna dump truck

Information on new releases kindly provided by:
Ewan Forbes

Belmont Models

Phone: 64 4 5654 048
a_kate_bush_fan@yahoo.com

Small Ads
Wanted:

Instructions for the following kits:
•
•

Dragon 6316 - Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Neu 2cm Reconnaissance Premium Edition
Dragon Shanghai 6008 or 6033 - Stug. IIIF with winter tracks

Please contact Ray Thorpe for more details:
•
•

Phone:
Email:

64 4 461 7261

thorpe.wellington@gmail.com

Wanted:

A couple of 1/48th USAAF seated pilots in a pose that shows them actually flying the aircraft.
Also a few 1/72 jet pilots and ejection seats in same pose (to man the Gerry Anderson UFO SciFi aircraft)
Please contact Malcolm Thomas for more details:
•
•

Address:
Email:

19 Warrington Grove, Newlands, Wellington 6037
malcolm.thomas@clear.net.nz
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That’s All Folks!
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